
The first note          is called a whole note. It’s note value is 4, meaning you hold it for four beats.

The second note         is called a half note. It’s note value is 2 (half of a whole note), meaning you hold it for 
two beats.

The third note         is a quarter note. It’s note value is 1. A quarter note equals one beat.

The fourth note is an eighth note.       It is equal to half of a beat.

There is a second way that the eighth note can be written. If two or more are written consecutively, the 
flags are often removed and replaced with beams. Like this:

Counting Rhythms in Music
In this workbook, we’ll take a closer look at how musical rhythms are notated and played. If you 
have no prior experience with music notation, you should pause here and download the Getting 
Your Feet Wet workbook to prepare for this lesson.

For those of you who are ready, let’s jump in! Have your accompanying audio clips accessible. 
________________________________________________________________________

The following types of notes should be (at least somewhat) familiar to you:

4
4

becomes...   or...

Here is how it looks on a staff:

NOTE: In choral music, consecutive eighth notes are often written with flags. That has more to do with the 
words those notes represent than the standard rules of music theory. In these Music Theory for Singers work-
books, consecutive eighth notes will be beamed.
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In the examples below, the numbers 1 through 4 written beneath each measure are the 
beats of the measures (remember that the     at the beginning of the line tells us that each 
measure has four beats). 

The first note is a half note. You play it on beat one and hold it through beat two. The second 
and third notes are quarter notes. You play the first one on beat 3 and the second on beat 4. 

(Example CR1)

Use a metronome (the Getting Your Feet Wet workbook tells you how) to practice playing or 
tapping out the six-measure example below. Notice that some beat numbers written beneath 
the measures are in parentheses. They are the beats that you count while still holding the 
previous note.

4
4

4
4

1       (2)       3         4           1        (2           3            4) 1       2        3              4

1        2          3       (4)           1              2       3               4            1     (2)       3       (4)

Let’s talk more about those beamed eighth notes. Since eighths equal half of a beat, it 
helps to have a way to count what happens between the beat numbers. To do this, we use 
“&” (“and”).

An “&” is added between each beat:

Nothing has changed about how you count the numbers. The numbers are still represented by each 
click of the metronome. Between the numbers, you’ll add the word “and” as you count. The “and” 
should not be on a click. (Example CR2)

Start the metronome and practice counting 1 thru 4 on the clicks while saying “and” between the 
clicks. Take your time to get this right. When you have it, try playing or tapping out the rhythm 
above. In the second measure, you should be tapping on the “and” of 1 and the “and” of 3.

4
4

1        2         3       (4)        1              2       3             4              1     (2)       3       (4)&        &       &        &             &        &            &       &           &       &       &         &
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___________________________________________________________________________________

You now know five different kinds of notes and how to count them.  

But music doesn’t consist of continuous sounds. Sometimes, there are silences. We call those 
silences rests. For every note type, there is an equivalent rest:

NOTE: People often confuse the whole and half rests because they are very similar. Take a look at the next 
examples to see how the rests look on the staff. Notice that the whole rest hangs from the bottom of the 
fourth line of the staff, and the half rest sits on the third line. This is how you tell them apart. ALSO 
NOTE that the whole rest is placed in the center of the measure. 

4
4

Now that you can count eighth notes, it’s time to teach you a new note value. The dotted half. It 
looks just how you’d expect from the name - like a half note with a dot - and it’s note value is 3.

.

. . .

= 3 beats

 1       2      3       4                    1        2        3         4                   1        2        3        4 

.
   whole      dotted           half           quarter        eighth
     note        half note         note            note            note
  4 beats       3 beats         2 beats        1 beat        half beat

   whole      dotted           half           quarter       eighth
     rest          half rest          rest              rest            rest
  4 beats      3 beats         2 beats        1 beat        half beat

.

4
4

 1       2       3      4                      1        2         3         4                  1       2   &     3         4 

4
4

 1       2      3       4     &            1      (2)       3       (4)   &            1        2        (3        4) 

.

.
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4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4

Counting Rhythms Practice
On this page, you have multiple opportunities to practice counting a variety of rhythms. Each 
example has a corresponding audio clip. I encourage you to try to tap or play each example before 
listening to the clip. Good luck!

(Example CR3)

(Example CR4)

(Example CR5)

(Example CR6)

(Example CR7)

(Example CR8)

.

.

. .

This concludes the Counting Rhythms workbook. Congratulations! Where you go from here depends on 
your goals. If you’re a singer who wants to better understand the rhythms of music (and stop missing those 
entrances) consider the Decoding the Rhythm of Songs workbook. If you want to improve your harmonies 
or have thoughts of writing your own songs one day, the Building Chords workbook is a good next step. 
Visit www.OnlineWithJudyFine.com to see the many options available. Enjoy!
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